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he scientifically literate person understands key concepts

and principles of science . and uses scientific knowledge and

scientific ways of thinking for individual and social purposes.

American Association for the Advancement of Science
Science for All Americans
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Scientific literacy, so essential ih CAA MOdern World of interWoVen scientific and
pOlitical actions, can only be achieved by making s.C.ence an integral and
interesting part Of the kindergarten through grade 12 curriculum. America's lack
of scientific literacy is clear evidence that we have turned off rather than
switched-on Our Children's innate curiosity.

Witt-. he 983 publication Of A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for
Educational Reform' and Educating Americans for the 21 st Century2 scientists,
educators, government officials, and others showed their concern about the
lack of scientific literacy in America. At the Same time, concerned citizens began
looking at science, mathematics, and technology education in the nation's
sChools and were appalled at what they saw. Since 983, hundreds of articles
and reports have expressed alarm at the lack of scientific literacy in America and
about the quality and quantity of science, mathematics, and technology being
taught in the nation's elementary and secondary schools.

One of the most recent and compelling reports, Science for All Americans,'
provides a comprehensive set of recommendations on how to move the nation
toward scientific literacy. The report opens as follows:

The terms and circumstances of human existence can be
expected to change radically during the next human lifespan.
Science, mathematics, and technology will be at the center of
that changecausing it, shaping it, responding to IL
Therefore, they will be essential to the education of today's
children for tomorrow's world.

Concerns about scientific literacy are not new. In the late 1950s, following
the launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik, the U.S. Congress, the National Science
Foundation (NSF), and the scientific and education communities voiced their
concern about the poor quality of science and mathematics education in the
nation's schools. The American Geological Institute (AGI) and several other
professional organizations and groups of scientists responded by conducting
major, precollege curriculum improvement projects. These projects, funded for
the most part by NSF, produced a large volume of classroom materials oriented
toward student inquiry, conducted teacher institutes. and involved scientisN,
mathematicians, and teachers. Great improvement in precollege science
education occurred as a result of these projects. Unfortunately, the efforts of the
1960s and 1970s were not sustained.

Ever-increasirq success in our space proorpm. outstanding achievements
in scientific research, and tremendous progiess in technology seemed to make
the nation forge that success and achievement in science and technology
depend heavily on a scientifically literate society.
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Fortunately -for the nation, tne rIleSsage-of smiler tot' All ..-1..-`
fiVri*I"Oth0 kWh T Ori ,IWO-1.0010010 IntereSt ano. tQl.lcern.P1 77.r.i.
congress; let:feral:state, and regiOnaI funding 'cigenctes:torpOraiiOnS;
foundations, As a result, COnsklerably more effort and money is 'now being
spent On precollege Science education programs. :

In response to the glowing national concern about precollege science --r*;
education, AGI has developed this guide to assist school administrators,
curriculum planners, teachers, and scientists in incorporating earth science in
K.12 sCienee curricula.

ENO? Scietice Educeltion ley the 21st Centuty A Plinwing alley was
prepared primarily for individuals with little or no background in earth science. It
should, however, be of interest to earth scientists and others who are Working
to improve the quality of science education at local and national levels. Thc
guide is divided into four main sections that provide a framework for planning
ai;.1 implementing earth science education programs. The sections are

us Goals to guide the development of K-1 2 earth science curricula.

so Concepts that are basic to understanding the Earth and its interacting
systems.

N Recommendations for teaching earth science subject matter in grades
K-12.

N Recommendation's for implementing new earth science curricula in tile
schools.

The goals. concepts. and recommendations were developed by scientists,
science educators, school administrators, and teachers who attended one or
more of six regional conferences conducted by AGI. See the Acknowledgments
for a complete listing of the orgarwations, universities, and individuals who
assisted in preparing this guide.

Materials developed at each conference were reviewed, organ/ed. and
edited by an advisory board chaired by Robert L. Heller, and by ci steering
committee chaired by Fred N. Finley. A report listinig the prionti/ed outcomes of
these conferences, entitled 'Oper Report No. 90- I." has beer1 compiled by
AG1 arid is available at a rrominal cost.

I The' NLitu)1 Countmosloff on E xte'lle.nk Ire Edut MI( )t qqv r: ie.

tr,hit ,10,11c i lefvorm (198 il
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Earth science is the study of the planet Earth's

composition, processes, environments, and history, focusing on

the solid earth and its interactions with air, water, ice, and life,

AGI National Center for Earth Science Education
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Our children must utiderstand ideas hal.) eat ill science arid the dem can
.s-cience shares with other scientific disctplines. Without that uriderstatidirtg, we
cannot hope to increase scientific literacy or to safeguard the Earth. Nothing less
than the survival of our children and out planet is at Mane today

With scientific literacy as our general goal and eaith science litelacy as our
particular goal, we proffer four interrelated goals tliat are essential to help ()tilde
the earth science educatioi of our children. Tnese goals are presented Widest
the headings Stewardship, Appreciation, Scientific ThougH, arid Knowledge.
Each goal refers to what students need to know to prepare them for becoming
responsible participants in the social and political dynamics of the wctld.

Stewardship
Students need to become stewards of the Earth.

Stewardship means making informed decision is about using the Edith's
resources and man itaining a high-quality en lyironmen it. Makin ig studer its aware
of earth science issues, communicating knowledge about the issues, alit!
learning about the Earth must be employed to solve existing problems <aid plat
the fun ire. Dealing with degradation of the Earth's water, soil. and
example, requires knowledge and appreciation) ol Pie E. By :distil()
studer dWarenCSS and inctedynd their dbilities tespon( I lo et WIMI11111'111,11
and nesource issues III an inforined Way, we Can Mau SIC:Wilds! lip

Appreciation
Students need to develop a deep aesthetic appreciation of the
history, beauty, simplicity, and complexity of the Earth.

Inc dav to-day IRA-, of student VVIII hi' he'd If i1('\ kilOV¼, mote .i1q)11t
the etteds vvt tete ttlev live arid travel ,ir aesthetic ahlnec
the Eau!) Is C551 'f1(1,11 It) tiOOd SteW,ifdShil)

13i,

Nothing less than

the survival of our
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Scientific
to litidershOV mop in which earth scientists

investigate the Earth.

Students should understand the nature of scwntific thought within earth

science. They should know that tl ,P quest to understand the Earth is based on

observation: logic; ethics; theory; imagination; technological innovations; and

the social, political, and economic context of the times. Scientists study the Earth

in the field, in laboratories, in libraries, from submarines, and from space. Over

the years, their ideas and methods have changed many times and will continue

to change as scientific investigation continues. Their inquiries have enabled us

to understand better the Earth and the impact of our actions, to predict future

events, and to antiapate and minimize environmental problems. The success of

inquiries by earth scientists has enabled responsible citizens to become an

increasingly significant force within our environment.

Knowledge
Students need to understand essential earth science concepts.

The following eight concepts, developed or enhanced by earth scientists.

are considered profound and historically imporant:

rhe Earth is a unique member of the Solar System and may be

replicated in other galaxies in the Universe.

tO The Earth is a complex planet with five interacting systems

IN The Earth is at least 4.5 billion years old.

el Changes in the Earth's systems ()Mir over periods of microsecorlds to

millions of years.

MI The Earth's systems have evolved through time.

tig Repeated if item( tKwis and trar Ntions occur ir 1 the Earth's systems

rsil Scales in the Earth's systems vary from stibalonm to astiollomical

kW The Earth's systems contain a v,i(lety of renewable and t1on-reilewable

resources that sustain life

While learning these essential C 011( epts, students sliould (Me 1(1

understand tlie Earth's past, I.)resent, and prolicible future Studts
,iblts to cipply this (111dCl\t,V1( III I( ) I« omph n the folk-ming

I ')
. I.



N Describe the objects and events that concern earth scientists.

I Provide reasoned, scientific explanations of those objects and events.

N Make justified predictions about future events.

1 Make informed decisions about personal, day-to-day actions related to
earth science.

I Make social, political, and economic judgments and decisions based
on information from earth science.

111 Express positive attitudes about science and the natural world.

14
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Earth science has revolutionized the way we thnk about ourselves and our
planet. Earth science also serves as an excellent vehicle for urlders.kil iding and

utilizing the theories and methods of other sciences.chernistry, physics, arid
biology. Chemistry is essential to understanding the ways the Earth was
formed. Ideas from physics have been used to study the Earth's interior. Biology

is vital for learning about the evolution of our atmosphere and the diveisity of
life that inhabits the planet.

Stephen Jay Gould, a prominent earth scientist, has labeled earth sclence
an historical science because of its unique perspective on processes that
operate for great periods of time. By careful observation's, earth scientists can
interpret how the Earth and other planets have evolved. Those observations are

based on diverse scientific methods--qualitative and quantitative, field based
and laboratory based. Data are collected while hiking in the field using maps.

Earth science ... compasses, portable computers, seismographs, magnetometers, and gravity
meters; from deep dulling to collect samples below the surface of the Earth and

serves as an below the floor of the ocean; from the oceans using research vessels and

submarines; from aircraft equipped with aerial cameras and other remote-

excellent vehicle
sensing devices; and from orbiting satellites using (1 Variety of remote-sensing
instruments and other sophisticated equipment. The data are analyzed and
represented using simple drawings, maps. charts, and tables. physical models;

for ... utilizing the complex mathematical models; and computer-Generated graphics. The full

range of our technological abilities, simple and complex, old at id new, are used

theories and by earth scientists in investigating the Earth. The following sections provide an
overview of what students stiould know ,thout earth science.

methods of ...

Earth In Space
chemistry,

The Earth is a unique member of the Solar System and may be

physics, and replicated in other galaxies in the Universe.

biology. The Earth. with its compk,x systems, and its Moon --along with the other
planets (an(I their moor is). asteroids. comets. and dust travel Well defined

orbit mow RI ttre Sur! Thr.se lxx fres make up tile Solar System Pre Eirth's
relativc position and motion mthin the Solar System (pea% irIlium«. the
interaction of Earth's systenrs. Tfils Solai Svstrqiu, however, is only small part of

the Universe in which it resides hit. Sun is oil(' of petiLip 3001)1111011 stars Phut
constitute the Milky Way galaxy in whic h the Solar System is located The ma \,



Way is only one of the more than one billion galactic clusters in the knoWn
Universe, each of which contains about 100 galaxies.

Stunning successes in space exploration came during the xcond half of
the 20th century. Neil Armstrong's walk on the Moon; spacecraft flybys of
Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, and their moons; orbiters
around the Moon, Mars, and Venus; and the landers on Mars and Venus
provided an expanded perspective of the Solar System. These voyages.
especially those that returned pictures to Earth, illuminated the fragility of our
environment and, through comparative planetology, have told us much about
our own origin and evolution. The Earth is unique in the Solar System, but the
other planets and satellites represent stages that Earth has passed, could pass,
or will pass through. Thus, these "snapshots" are useful for further unraveling
Earth's history. Earth's Moon is a partial window into the first 1.5 billion years of
Earth's history. Mars has earthlike channel patterns and volcanoes. Venus has
volcanoes and may have undergone tectonic activity. Titan's atmosphere may
be analogous to that of early Earth. Further afield, the study of star formation
and evolution helps us understand the chemistry of Earth's rocks, air, water, and
life. Other stars, like our Sun, may have earthlike planets. The challenge is to
continue to explore and learn about the Earth in space.

Earth Systems
The Earth is a complex planet with five interacting systems.

The Earth is unique among the planets of the Solar System. It has five interactirig
systems, which consist of the solid earth (lithosphere). air (atmosphere). water
(hydrosphere), ice (cryosphere). arid life (biosphere). All these systems are
dynamic, though their rates of cnange vary dramatically.

Solid EarthLithosphere
The lithosphere is the solid eartf 1. the portion of the Earth that includes the
surface and the resources that sustain and develop life and civilization. The
Earth's surface consists of continmts and ocearl basin s. which are composed of
numerous plates that afe driven by forces deep within the Earth. The plates.
which are in Cofista 111, slow motion, separate and collide, causing r11011111difIS
and deep ocean trenches to form and volcanoes and earthquakes to occur. At
the same time, the corltinents are being eroded, and the sediments and ou Jai
contents are transported to the oceans by wind. water, ice, and gravity

internal forces also modify the Earth's surface. The concept of plate
tectonics. originally based simply on the fit of (.011(111(11ml margins. VV,IS later
supported by geoplrysical studies of Earth's properties. Studies of the Eartll's
magnetism provided some of the best evidence for plate tectollICS afld Strowed
how Magnetic properties could be used to Measure plate movemer rt. By
studying the thermal properties of the Earth and measuring how seismic waves,
generated by earth rquakes. aw transmitteci through the Earth, geophysicists
have also lifIcovered Midefl«' that the Earth's ulterior is a dynamic. moving

16
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interior is a

dynamic, moving

environment that

has caused

mountains to rise,

basins to sink, and

entire landmasses

to move ....
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environment that has cauSed mountains to nse, basins to sink, and enure
landmasses to move, continually rearrariging tile surface pauern of continents
and the corifiguratiori of oceans.

Surface and internal processes interacting with the solid earth and other
Earth systems produce arid distribute resources.

AirAtmosphere
The atmosphere is the gaseous envelope surrounding the Eaith. It is
continuously in motion, circulating in complex but regular patterns and diiven
by direct and stored solar energy. The strong interactions between the
atmosphere and the hydrospheie determine weather and climate and
profoundly Influence oui daily lives.

Atmospheric scientists study the Earth's gawous sphere in all atterupt to
understand the atmosphere's origin and evolution. They also monitor and
predict daily and longer-term weathei and climatic changes, sokir activity,
stratospheric wind shifts, and changes in the atmosphere. In Vie mrd-20th
century, the first computerized forecasting began, and tlie first weather
satellites were launched. About the same time, measurements of carbon
dioxide and chemical indicators 01 atmospheric temperature vaikitions iii
Antarctic ice cores revealed significarit global changes during the past 160,000

years. Advar ices in computer technology allowed scientists to create models of
atmospheric circulation called global circulation models.

More recent research has focused on smaller-scale phenomena. Much of
what cietermines the details of the weathei deper ids on phenomena such as
sea breezes, thunderstorms, tornadoes. wind shear, and squall lines. These
phenomena are now better understood because of new computatiorial
techniques and new observational systems, such as Doppler radar, acoustic
sounders, microwave profilers, and Doppler laser probes.

Recent research has also focused ori understanding global changes in
Earth's climate caused by increasing amounts of carbon dioxide MO other
greenhouse gases such as methane. Depletion in the thickness of the oione
layer in the upper atmosphere has been linked tn release of such gases as
chlorofluoroc.arbons into the atmosphere. Understandirig the effect of these
and other possibly toxic gases is also Important Because global clhinge
ir wolves the oceans, far id surfaces, and ice, atniospf len( scicritrqs vvork wan
other earth scientiStS to unclerstand the If iterlinked processes that change tile
Earth.

WaterHydrosphere
The hydrosphere consists of water oni dr n1 her irdflIllw Earth's suf low II is NW
Limit hint featwe of the Earth's (iynamic surto«. or it Iii lit'!, its with Ill other
Earth systems. It is a major agerir in changing the shape of On' St /I f<1( e. II is
('Sset111,11 to supporting life and is a major determIndllt of the Elul limate arid

weatf ier
Almost /3 OerCent of the Emil's suacke is covcr cd I A( Ow mIllinuous hodv

of salt miter that surrounds «mllinent arid fills the Earth's ()rem surfa«,
ckpressions This area is the realm of ou.anograjiht.is and othq Mall/ n'
scientists, who study the physical, cliemical, .flo.Iogi( al. and geological aSin'( IS
of the world's oceans and Ocean floors

As knowledge of the (ic earls has in( teased ,ind it, hrioloqv h,is ,R1v,trh

1 7
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DCeanOgraphy changed from an observarwal science to an experimental
science. This change resulted in several large multidisciplinary, multinational
programs to investigate specific problems. Today, oceanographers study the
ocean floor (its formation and structure), seawater (its circulation and
chemistry), and the organisms that inhabit the seas. They also investigate
human impact on the ocean and its resources and the ocean's influence on
global climatic change. Ships and submersibles specifically designed for
scientific research, and remote-sensing tethniques, such as satellites, side-scan
sonar, and 'remotely operated vehicles, are importar it tools of oceanographers.

Earth scientists also study fresh water. Surface water and ground water
provide essentially all of the world's water-supply needs. Ground water is the
largest readily available supply of fresh water and is especially important in
those regions where precipitation and surface watersuch as rivers and
lakesare rare. As the world's population increases clean fresh water may
become the most important commodity for tbe surv,vol of the human race!
Ground-water specialists focus on the guality and quantity of ground water, On
the movement of underground water, ind on depletion rates. Questior is of
ground-water quantity arid qualityrelated to ?iaturai and man-made
pollutionare increasingly important.

keCryosphere
The Earth's cryosphere is frozen water in tlie form uf snow, permanently frozen
ground (permafrost), floating ice, and glaciers. The yesence or absence of
glacier ice is a function of global climate. Fluctuatiols in the volume of glacial
ice bring about changes in sea level,

Scientists who study various componeriis of thc cryosphere are called
glaciologists. They study seasonal changes in glacier area and volume in the
Arctic and Antarctic bv analyzing images from aircraft Ind satellite wilsors and
by makincj field observatior is from ships arid submaririe,. Glacial geologists also
study deposits and landforms left by past and preser it glaciers.

UfeBlosphere
The biosphere. whicli has existed for at least 3 6 tirlliori ye.-irs, is liat p.ut of die
Earth where living organisms are found. It ir K ludes parts of the lithosphere,
hydrosphere, and atmosphere. Pie hiospliere prolour influe,KeS
composition of the atmosphere or RI ulteracts will i tlie other systems of the
Earth.

From primitive Ningle-cellecl to sophisticated inulticelled (injanisms, life
has evolvet1 to fill virtually all of the ecological Ilk lies on Eir ili. The geologic
record is ref ilete with tlie fossilized remains of past mi J. it iisni, Stich ilohites
arid ci inosaurs. wI nc Ii reaclled at i evolution,iry dead end Huinan activitR's.
such as deforestatiori, arc contributing to an acu'leraticlli of II R paci. of
naturally occurring extinctions of flora arid fauna This neduc tior HO biodiversity
of certain ecolot pi il nic sucli as tropical rain forests, may hove onsusliec Int
consequer K CS

Interaction of Earth's Systems
Tlie Earth's systems influence e.i Ii otl ler I 1111porl,111I OhlyS. ciimplex
intendctiori of them. exemplified h, how ( Enth (nhit,
petiod of inneriv. vol( Jon .1( wily, ( (il.1( ler v,iliotmo rod

S
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Geologic time is

the time frame

within which

planets form,

continents move,

climates change ...

organisms evolve ....

fluctuations in sea level. In this case, the interactions are between the Earth-Sun
system, the lithosphere, the atmosphere, the gyosphere, and the hydrosphere.

The Milankovitch theory, w ich concerns natural (astronomical) changes
in the Earth's orbital elements, may explain changes from cooler to warmer
climates and vice versa. Also, volcanic activity may cause short-term
perturbations in climate. For example. when volcanic dust in the atmosp'Tie
blocks incoming solar radiation, global cooling may occur. A pronounced
cooling interval can lead to a rapid expansion in the global volume of glacier
ice, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. The volume of glacier ice on Earth
today, if completely melted, would raise sea level by about 100 meters.
Conversely, during the peak of an ice age; the volume of glacier ice on our
planet about doubled, resulting in a substantial drop in sea level, perhaps as
much as 125 meters. If the planet has begun a gradual natural cooling toward
another glacial epoch, as some scientists believe, human activity (especially
through generating excess carbon dioxide, methane, and other greenhouse
gases) may mask or even override this natural process. Conversely, if climatic
warming increases, as many scientists predict, melting of glacier ice may
accelerate, and sea levels will rise. A significant rise in sea level wbuld cause
severe damage to most of the world's coastal and estuarine areas, home to
more than half of the Earth's population. Glacial epochs, unlike gu -nhouse
warming, which is likely to become significant over the next sevel al decades,
develop over tens of thousands of years.

Geologic Time
The Earth is at least 4.5 billion years old.

Few concepts in science are more difficult or iniportant (0 appreciate df
understand than geologic time, whicn is vastly Icn iger than time as we usually
perceive it. Geologic time Is the time frame within which planets form,
continents move, climates change, seas flood, continer its recede, organisms
evolve, and mountains develop.

Sedimentary rocks four id 111 sea cliffs on the WaSl of Scotland ir i Pie 1<ite
I 700s revolutionized scholars perception of time arid demonstrated P)e great
disparity between historic time and geologR tinie Sedimentar% rocks. kiinitc.1
by the natural cernentatior I or compactioniof cheniical precif writes, cla%, sand.
or &yowl. occur in liheted sequences. Most 1(IN, ers .ire deposited cssenti<ill.
horizontally. dnd onl% .ifter compaction and cement<ition can the% be tilted, as
df 1 integral 111aSs, tO df IV SR plifIcdflf de( flee. Also. in MI\ lifldlqufbCd WC/U(41C('
of sedimentary Livers, the bottom la%.(.1 p lust 11(1W depOsIfed flf dfld 15

thus the oldest. In Scotl<11 Id, exposures stut ecifl1 geolOgIsfs show Pim tile
nearly horizontal sequerice of ,,cdin1(11t<ify f0( ks that lay herleath the local
hirldSCape rested On the erod«I edges of \A,tiat hail to be v<istl% older
sequence of sedimentaR rocks whose original horizontal la% ening is nov%.. neari%
vertical_ It is obvious that an cdrlier succession of sediments must th,t Iey,1
deposited, cemented, tilted. and eroded The Eirtfrs histon, Held ii reRMAIN,
unexpected iichness
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hange
,Changes.in the Earth's systems occur over periods of microseconds
to millions lyears.

Changes.in the Earth's component spheres are caused by natural processes
and, in recent times, human activities. S,:me changes are obvious, such as large
earthquakes caused by movement along faults in the Earth's crust, burial of a
town by volcanic ash or lava or both, or floods. Other changes are more subtle,
such as the slow creep of rocks on either side of a fault, slow movermnt of a
glacier, or the drift of sand-sized particles along ocean shores.

Changes during parts of the Earth's geologic past took place in
environments very different from those of today. Some of those environmer it s
required extremely long periods of time (millions of years) to develop. The
record of those changes is preserved, to a lesser or greater degree, in terrestrial
and mantle sediments, in sedimentary and other types of rocks, in glacier ice,
and in Nee rings. Char iges that have been deciphered from the geologic record
include evidence of the Earth being struck by large asteroids, evidence of life
forms that no longer exist or subsequently evolved into new forms, elovements
in the relative positior is of the continents, past periods of extreme volcanic
activity, and the repeated waxing and waning of great ice sheets in North
America and Eurasia.

James Hutton, one of the principal founders of geology ds a science, once
stated a classic precept in geology: the present IS (I key to the past. Active
processes that cause changes today can be used to decipher evidence of the
past, found in the rock record. It is also true that the past is a partial key to the
future. What we know about past changes allows us to predict what chariges
may occur, predictions that are especially importar it as we strive to underst, ir ici
and deal with the impact of humans on the Earth.

Ttle processes of char ige In grolocjic time arc ofteri so slow tliat II icy may
not be perceived within i a lifetime. Al other times, It ley dre Swift elf ld
There is a dramatic contrast between the r warty imperceptible uplift and erosior
of mountains and the immediate in If MCI of tuirricaries, tort hi( bOeS, earl figuakes,
volcanic eruptions, cif id floods. Our perceptions of rates of clIcithje ire crucial
because they affect the way we choose to deal with mdrry issues lacing soc ty
Important areds of cdrth %clef X(' research flow fOCUS On predK tii li (VMS thdt
happen at troth the slowest ratessuch charity.% and dt the r r lost
rapid ratessuch as earthquakes ,ifld Vt. '.ciflOYS. We must assess flfewill Mid
future ever its on time scales ranging from sc ,c or ids to thilleno

Evolution
The Earth's systems have evolved through time.

Life, the Earth, mid the Uniyetse have eyotved OVel eXp. lose Oft ;n logR.
time into whdt we know today. The mix ept of evolution StiiI( I !IA/011111011ln
V eric C. One exc rultui NM In the eddy 1800s was the Attempt to or It, ivc1 Earth'',

2 0
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history and to understand its evidence as preserved in the rocks. Fossils were

essential in this process. By the rnid-1800s, generalized historical periods of

Earth's history had been definel based c..1 fossils. The oldest communities of

organisms contained mostly Irk forms unknown among living communities.

Successively younger communrires gradually approached the composition of

modern communities.
Charles Darwin accumulated massive documentation supporting a theory

of gradual change of the biosphere, caused by natural selective forces acting

through the newly discovered vastness of geologic time. His observatior IS also

led him to imply that the human species was a part of this lengthy ongoing

process.
The Earth's hydrosphere has also evolved during the course of geologic

time. Volcanoes add small amounts of "new" or juvenile water during
eruptions. The oceans are the largest reservoir of water on Earth, about 97

percent of the total. Another two percent is water in its frozen state, the
cryosphere. Surface water, ground water, and atmospheric vapor (about one

percent of the water on Earth), are the water sources that support life. The

hydrologic cycle governs the movement of water over, on, or under the Earth.
Planetary evolution has become a major theme in understanding Earth's

history. The origin and evolution of our Solar System was one of the first topics

to be examined during the early development of western science. The French

philosopher Pierre Laplace proposed in 1796 that the Sun was surrounded by a

large rotating disk of gas from which the planets and their moons formed. It

was his theory that was eventually accepted as the standard against which

others could be compared. Our increasing knowledge about interstellar clouds

and star formation has given further credence to the theory, though many
details remain to be established firmly.

Cycles
Repeated interactions and transitions occur in the Earth's systems.

Cycles of change affect all Earth materialssolids, liquids, and gases---and
incorporate all the processes that affect Earth materials. Cycle,' of great

magnitude and importance are given special names and depicted in specially
constructed diagrams (e.g., hydrologic cycle, rock cycle, plate tectonic cycle,

carbon cycle, trophic cycle). Other cycles are also important to earth screntists

Examples include geochemical cycles that describe the moyerner its of elemer its

within the Earth, the annual weather cycle, arut tidal cycles.

Scales
Scales in the Earth's systems vary from subatomic to astronomical.

Changes if the Earth's enyiror merit are measua.d or) niany scales Some

changes are so smill dod others so (Vat cIS to IR' Heat Iv Inc (impeller isibk.

Scale is important in every science The scales of and finic invoked io Eirth

I CSSCS di lO phenonICI i i are, howevrf, Cl/(11 fi IOW varied tt LIII URN' OStiallIi
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encountered in the other sciences. Volinne and drstance scalesused iii
studying Earth processes, Earth materrals, and the Earth's place in space--
range from those that describe the atomic structure of matter to those that
describe the size and location of distant galaxies. Tne scales used to measure
time and rates of change range from thciSe that measure infinitesimal fractions
of seconds to those that measure billions of years.

Comprehending the times, distances. and rales of change involved in
Earth's processes is difficult, but a provides all exceptional challenge to students
to expand trieir intellectual and conceptual horizor

Resources
The Earth's systems contain a variety of renewable and non-
renewable resources that sustain life.

Renewable and non-renewable resources are those g.iseous, Nitric], and solid
earth materials that support life. All must be managed wisely. Non-renewable
resources, such as nnnerals, and fossil fuels, are not regenerated ori
human time scale arid (UV thus vulrierable to both overuse or id misuse.
Renewable resources, such as air, water, and plants, are recycled tinotn l 1 the

Earth's environment. but are changed by humari activity. changes that are of ter
deleterious, causing the resource to become unusable or or isafe lr i extrenle
cases. seemingly unlimited renewable u'sour es suii tiS water. can be macre
limited by polluliori arid overuse. All c need to unclerstarid II ie 111111(
vulnerability of Ow Earth's tesolln
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Teaching Eär.h Sdë1He
+

The teaching of earth science requires new curriculum objectives. new
information on how students learn, new teaching strategies. and new
procedures for assessing changes in student knowledge and understaridit

Three problems have hampered past and present :urriculd. First. earth
science curricula have usually just exposed students to a broad rarige of topics
from astronomy, geology, meteorology, and oceanography. Students have
seldom been asked to develop an understanding of any one topic that would
be complete enough to be meaningful and useful in their daily lives. This

approach has resulted in attempts to teach far too much in far too little time.
Second. earth science curricula, developed before and after the reform era

of the I 960s, were intended for a limited audience, primarily eighth and ninth
grade students. Little, if any, earth science has been taught in elementary
schools or senior high schools, and hardly any consideration has been given to
developing the potential of women and minorities As ci result, many students
haw F lever developed an enthusiasm for earth science. This result Is particularly
unfoitunate at a time when understandrng the Earth's systems is so exciting
arid essential to creaung a wow of lifelong stewardship for the Earth

rhact most teaching methods have been based on the implicit
assumption that students learn new ideas by listening to lectures, reading
selections from a textbook, and completing worksheets and ari
kiboratory exercise. We now know that students may not develop the ability to
describe and explain natural pheimmena or develop tlie ability to make
informed personal and political decisions in this way. Iristead, studer its must be
intellectually involveci in activities that by (Ilsigni requii Win to coilstrniC I Plea
own understanding of the Earth's systems I tic must AV) face the
misconceptions they bririg into the classroom. Mid expellt'Il«' 1'4,1( II01)

of being able to use their flew ideas fruitfully and indeperidently Fur kfallIrt
changes in the principles that OK'd the clevelopinent of ri(AA; e,I1111
curricula Me C1seniti,11 lit, it !dolor) to twin() guided by the goals for cart!) sclrf
MUCdt1011 presented earlier, new curricula must reduc t. the numhei of topics
covered in (lasses so that students (..11) develop a (peak.: understanding of a

Iltlf111W1 of topic s Ihe cum( Oa must engage air studeiits it ill /Me
espec WOn11(1). 1111/1(MlItN Mid IIIOW \NW )pctl

Cliff Lild 111l1q fOr experierg eaftd IOW II(1(V),115
students to develot) their knowlechw of Me Eartn's s\,steins II1tT

knowledge with confident e

Curriculum Objectives
MCCII/1(1 PIC (10,0 of c,001 m- tent(' cduc,?1,0t1 tecp nu", ; 11

InP,11(1( non tot elernentar\ sc110(11\. jtitiiOi h1( ,tM (111dclIt' )(W. ,tf sc 11
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high schools. In planning these units, specific objectives are necessary. New
earth Science curricula should enable students to achieve the following:

Develop empirical descriptions of the Earth's systems, the interactions
of those systems, and their evolution. For example, students should be
able to describe the major geologic features of the Earth's surtace.

at Develop explanations of the Earth's systems, their evolution and
interactions, and the basic reasoning that supports the explanations
For example, students should be able to explair the CO-0/01LR1011 of the
Earth's atmosphere and life forms

Make justified predictions about future events. For example, students
should be able to predict basic local weather patterns and justify their
prediction in terms of meteorological data and principles.

Make Informed decisioris about persorlcd, day-to-day actions related to
the Earth's systems. For example, students should be able to decide
how to limit their Me of materials that ate not recyclable

Make informed social, politic<11 and ecor lomic decisions regarding
issues related to Earth's systems. For example, Studer tts should be ,lble
to decide to support local. regional. ark] national efforts to improve
water quality

STi Appreciate the history, beauty!. sunplicity. and CollItflekIty of Eartn'S
systems For ex.-imple, students should be able lo (11joy observirig the
night sky throurili the "eyes" of science and expLrin their observations
to fannly and friends

10 meet these Objectives, students need to learn luth Colltent and
methods from e,irth science The Col lter1I Must be in the form of coherer it ideas
Or concepts. not isolated vvords. phrases. arid 51, iterner Ils Inat atc slrilfliv
1/1nrnotlIni The content should be limIted to esseritials. tut shouk I be of
sufficient depth to be understandable at dilV palt1(1./1,if level Various methods of
Inquiry that earth scagnists use to stud\ the Earth and IIS SVStcrli MIAt
selected carefully and should represent the fuH range of mrthoels. A111( hi
include the historical and experimental. the techrioloqn shy simple and
complex. the qualitative and quantitative ,ind latiorator\ and twill 111Ctflock
These methods should he tught along the appropftste «piteelt and not
learnecl as isolated

How Students Learn
Curriculum design e.hvends not onl establishini; ()tele( tiy.s ar,0 oil
Lir VVkit students kno\Ai t.,if I do We need to student.'
prior knovvkA le of c,irth science phenomer they( t,tltiiic skills. and

motivate them to ir,i1t1

... earth science ...

content must be in

the form of

coherent ideas or

concepts, not

isolated words,

phrases, and

statements that

are simply

memorized.
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Children bring to the classroom their own ideas about natural
phenomena. Some of these ideas may be Correct and more or less complete.
but many others will be incorrect. For example, many students come to class

believing that mountains were formed over a few years. "long ago, as many as
a million years." Students do not easily give up these misconceptions. When
they are told new ideas, they either select a few ideas that fit their existing view
or misinterpret the new information to make it fit their existing misconceptions.
The most substantial changes in students' knowledge seem to occur when
students face their misconceptions and are then provided alternative
explanations to develop new ideas.

In additiori to understanding students' prior earth science knowledge, we
must also understand their basic academic skills in reasoning, reading, writing.
and mathematics. If certain skills are identified as missing or irlcomplete, they
can be taught in the context of teaching about the Earth's systems For example,
students can be taught to explain some basic ideas in chemistry itt an activity
about ground-water contamination, to construct and interprrit graphs of
changes in barometric pressure over time, and to use mathematics to calculate
travel times to near and distant planets Students are more likely to understand
the Earth's systems when they have the academic skills to read appropriate text
materials and to interpret data in graphs and tables Furthermore. students'
academic skills are likely to improve when these skills are taught in the context
of learning specific earth science topics.

Finally, it is important to know what motivates students to be involved in
learning. The most basic motivation may lie in the opportunity to gain
confidence in their ability to understand the world in which they live. When
students learn to explain volcanic eruptions or predict the appaier it shape of the
Moon a week in advance, their self-concept and sense of competence can be
enhanced. Witt) this enhancement comes the desire to learn more. In addition,
earth science offers great opportunities to capture students" initial interest They

can become engaged in learning about local and global envirorlMental
problems, such as acid rain and the greenhouse effect. through nhilly
spectacular and unusual phenomena that arouse their cunosit\ , such as
earthquakes. tornadoes, and the northern lights.

Teactiing Strategies
Substantial advances have been made in tit st, it hfirIg if rhitury of effective
instruction One of the basic premises of a rmlein instructional strategy is that
students need to be provided a few essential ideas at a time and then Work v\rh
those ideas extensively Also, instruction is likely to be fai mote sucwssful vvheir
the assigned activities MP chNtpled to build upon the students' coirec t ideas,
offer challenges to Ifieir rmscor iceptior is. U id provide new icle,is th,it they call
apply successfully to nc,vy situations Under Itlet' CircumstanCes, stUdents
k'arn which of their initial ideas are correct, which RICO% tilC\r Herd l() abandon
arid ultiMately. Vitlic hi Combination of coirect Kleas finOViclu Vl.-ith a more
powerful understanding of the phenoMena the\, are stud\ log I hii nstim tionai
strategy requires flint(' WTI(' per topic

The instruction outlined abow requires classroom inierat irons that ale
diffCruf ii ftOrn \Nflal is typical the primary char Ige the (1(Al'Impftlell1 of a
cooperative atmosphere in yvhicil ,dudents' ideas ale lArtl ri dcyClOpol(1,111(1

conducting the Inc,triktioM F-of irntruction to he sou esSttii. Ira( fICI tl1ut viev%
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teaching as communication. They need to be cognlzant of how then students
are thinking about a problem from the beginning of aistructiori through the
cid and then help students reftne their thinkir

This type of instruction requires more frequent and more ui.depth
discussions among students and between the teacher arid students The
discussions should be focused on the results and implications of the
Instructional at:twinescooperatively producirig well-reasoried answers to
questions and solutions to probkniis.

Even dunng direct instruction. when tl ie teocher IS presentIng new ideas to
the students (by lecture, reading assignments, films, etc.), clossioom interac nor is
need to be Cooperative. That is. the !cache/ needs to hein (mill the students
what is, and is not, benig understood. Tlien the teaclier can piovide necessaly
clarifications These interactior is during direct instruction will intioduce
ideas and make them understood well enough for a returri to a student .
centered activity that requires then application.

One additional feature of classroom it itOldCtiot 115 importar it As studenk
Progress to the point where they can begin to apply then new knowledge
ndeperidently. less direct instruction and coaching shouk1 be needed arid
prcided At this point, the teacher needs to allow the students to Win
Confidence in tlieir OWl 1 abilities. The students t ieed to see for themselves that
they car 1 apply tlieur new ideas. Their success rieeds to be confiinled
the results of their work in instructional activities ark! tA the te,icher

Assessment
Developing adegtlate asSessnleflt of clIdriges in students' kri0V1,,Ir'dge cr
to earth science education The fifst principle of effective ossesstilent IN that trie
methods be outhefinc. i e consistent with the goals ,irkl objectiVeS cleStribed
earlier. Applying this principle MedliN mole Irian SOVII RI that tests must be
related to the knowk'dge that the studer its were taught Stud( ,r its must be
asked to (1 :) on tests what they are asked to tear: i al id do III ClaSs For ex,itrif
the objective of the instructiort IS that students le,tin to debate issues r to
doniestic oil cot isuniption. thet 1 lliey i wed to be ,isked to argue tl ieit ositioil
part of the examination process If the objective is that they learn to interpret
weather data then the examination must piesent data to be it iterpreted

today, even VVIlen C We to le, irn tO de\CIltW.
explair arid [medic I, they ar(' all loc.) often) asked on tests to fill In a blank Hi a
schtence. match word with a definitioi 1, label diagrams. or ( boom, d co110(1
answer born one of f()ri or five alter r hitives These types of tests usu,illv (,111

mastered by siuitru its Wl10 naVe learned In, rote uncotinectcd f k Is. dCf!IIIIM11\
arid prinoples !hese types of tests provide little insight 1011,11(11th] how Nell
llegrated tItily functional a student's kr lowledde mit ri it be

NeVV methods of assessmein tlhil require students to preset it cles(riptR)rh
explanatior is. predictions. decisions. problem solutior 1s. al their icawils
juStifIcations for their work must be deyelof ied Erty multi( I. Sow It] wnul,11w
dna whenever possible. real scientific problems, solvui 1 lit ioratoiv-thised
problems. interpreting real data, develof find predictions based on peittrIll\ of
change, and writing descriptions and explanations shook! be lilt turfed ui ,ull
neW test instruments I hese Methods. In «mjamc nen Wirli Irninoverner its Mint
More typical le( rinigue. Notrld proVide /leis WO/1 (peak'? II isi)ht I1110 their
students' perkmmancy

0
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Implementing new earth science curricula will require substantial changes in
the existing educational system. Earth scientists, science educators, teachers,

and parents must all contribute to a sustained and coordinated effort.
Earth scientiVs must contribute their knowledge of the content arid

methods of their disciplines, their judgments of what people must know to be

scientifically literate, and their political influence on educational policy. Science

educators and teachers must contribute their knowledge of research in
learning, motivation, classroom environments, teaching methods, principles of
curriculum design, and the politics of education. Parents must articulate their

aspirations for their children.
Four essential tasks Must be accomplished if the earth science disciplines

are to contribute significantly to the scientific literacy of our citi/ens:

Develop new earth scierice curricula. instructiorol matenak. MO other
teaching resource materials.

IN Plan and irnplemer it politic:al and parer 11.11 support ro parns for
chariguig educatior tal ))olicies

Rif) di ki 117 ipien lent flew. 4qm-opiate )ICSeIVI( ,11 )c1In-Sea/ICC' leddHl

educanort programs.

G Form educ ational partr ler ships between or (I, itior Is of yq-)sc ientists.

business and govel11111(111 edul,111011,1i

Developing Materials
The most critical tas., k is to develop riew 't U (OUR 111, I,

iristiuc 11011,11 mat('rkik, and other tea( huh) reMMII«' 111,V11,1k V01,11 l 110\h
SonlieWhdt and sc and cducationalk, outdated lii

addition, recent impiovements in mucatiorhil le( tinoloci\ flay(' wick/ 1/CCII
applied to earth sc educ,inilf 1

file fircilfl purpMe of tills guide is to plovide ccniteiliporar\ luunda'doil
for that development Sc hook need flew 111,11(11,1k MO RN)UR C's Plat
scientifically current and that utilire the most RI en! cdoc Midi IA tec inolocries
Alternative curricula and instructior1,11111,41C11,th will AM) be ieeded foi different
tirthin, 1111,11, or suburban localities, mid ( leographk woons [v.11 tiers will need
varied Cur,ft ula arid iristruciorial materials so tho, (.11) WIC( I the approach that
is best suited to their students and schools

A.. I



This development task will take substantial resources and sustained,
coordinated efforts that involve scientists, science educators, science teachers,
and specialists in educational technology. Necessary materials include the
following:

U New and different textbooks

Activities workbooks

U Sourcebooks of basic earth science content for K-12 teachers

M Monuals for field activities

Case studies of resource and environmental issues and natural hazards

Sets of actual earth science problerns to be solved by students

Children's books that "tell the story" of the Earth's systems

N Real-time and archived earth science databases

it Audio-visual materials, from simple maps anc' models to sophisticated
video and compact discs

Compu:er simulations

Developing Support
As new curricula become available. public awareness of thu iniportance of
earth science must also be developed. This effort to inform the public and at thc
same time develop a broad base of support will require working with the media
arid making personal coritacts with decision makers. Many groups need to be
included: parents and teachers; state education officials, school district
administrators, boards of educatiori arid teric her-parer it orgar IllcinOr
personnel in federal, state, and private agenc ies that set j)olicy and determir
funding priorities; federal, staw, ,ind local politicians, business and corlirn U110
lea(iers. and the general f)UhlIC.

Once sufficient political support has been thvelope(1. tf lose cititeris who
have become coricerried with eau,' science educ rH ion rived to work to change
local educational policies. This effort tc) change policies is importar it because
many curricular u inovatIons have failed at the local kwel when the u inovations
were riot consistent with the politic s ar id resources of schools. Proposed
uiriovations will require changes ui the currer it educational pf ulosojThy of
elemeritary and sec of idary schools regarding what knowledge and skills
should be taught at various grade levels. how much time should be allocawd to
instruction fl each subjec t or skill area; and how different curricular dred% should
he iruegrated. ui additior i. administrators will ieed to promote the Thriovations.
provide support tliat will assist tedchers as they learn to teach flew suhjeCtS

( 0 8
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using new methods, and assist them in securing and maintaining the necessary

equipment and materials. Finally, additional financial support or substantial
reallocations of existtng resources will be essential.

Preservice Teacher Education
New earth science curricula should be supported by changes in the preseryice

education of teachers. At present, too many people teaching earth science in
elementary and secondary schools have minimal or no preparation.

Certification standards should be revised for both elementary and
secondary school teachers. Elementary school teachers are seldom required to
complete even one earth science course. Earth science topics, however, re

included in most elementary school curricula. The minimum state requirements
for certification for teaching secondary school earth science courses also need

to be improved. The depth and breadth of required earth sciencesourse work
should be increased; loopholes that allow underprepared teachers to teach

earth science should be closed.
Changes in certification requirements should be accompanied by changes

in college and university programs. New earth science courses, taught by
faculty from geoscience departments, are needed for future elementary
teachers. The content of the new courses needs to be related to the topics that
future teachers will be asked to teach. Today, much of what preseryice teachers

learn is irrelevant to classroom practice. Also, the content should be presented in

sufficient depth so that preseryice teachers develop knowledge that is sufficient
to critique, modify, and enrich the topics they will teach. The requirement that
the topics be taught in some depth means that we may only be able to teach a

few important topics well.
New earth science courses will also be needed for prospective secondary

school teachers. In these courses, the relationships between earth science and
social, political, economic, and environmental issues need to be emphasized.
Recent developments in emerging fields of study. like planetary geology, and in
obtaining and processing data from remote-sensing devices need to be

included in such courses.
There are important commonalities between secondary arid elementary

teacher education. Teachers usually teach science the way they were taught.
Therefore, college arid university science courses should be taught in ways that
model the instructional techniques that teachers should use with their students.
Preservice teaching experiences in the precollege classroom should be guided
by master teachers who model the teaching methods used by faculty on the
college arid university campuses where the preseryice teachers are educated.
Finally, once new teachers are employed, they need continuing education and
support in ways that are consistent with the principles they learned in the

colleges and universities.

1n-service Teacher Education
In-service training for experienced teachers is essential to enlist Their support to
implement new curricula and to help them If moduce new teachers to earth

0
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Science education. In addition to programs conducted by colleges and
universities, programs that capitalwe on informal educatior ial opportunities will
be needed. In-service programs should

113 Provide teachers with experience in modifying their instructional
strategies.

Help teachers formulate a personal rationale regarding why all
students should be inerate in the scier ices in general and in earth
science in particular.

Help leachers understand why classroom study, held study. and
informal learning are all importar

MI Provide teachers with rhe background, trait ringind experiences to
make them aware of the interaction between earth science and society.
and to develop an aesthetic appreciation of the Earth

NI Provide teachers with the theoretical and practical application of
accepted learning theories and a variety of strategies for teaching
students from diverse socioeconomic: backgrotnids.

a Help teachers use ncw educational techriologies arid the many
information sources available.

Provick.. tearPers Ole opportunities to study earth science in ilepth and
to experience the nature of science through exposure to cutting-edge
research as inuterns in a research environment.

Partnerships
A broad spectrum of partnerships will be r leeded to implerner it true
recommendations in this report. It is crucial that the schools to be stipported
and advised are integral and indispensable partners with professional and
business organvations and government agencies.

Stale-wide and nation ual par tnerships are important, but local or regiorial
partnerships are essential. Such partnerships are necessary to estabhsh a sense
of community identity. dfl rlW, ire; iess Of file natural resourc e and ecorlomic
base that makes each community unique. and Pie al itificationu of conimunity
based (111111'0111110'lLil Miff") And Concerns

The critical step in this process is bringing tonjether representatives of
higher education), school districts, k)cal 111(hisffv, gOveff1111(11I
other individuals to identify and at nee on IstleS important to the c onimuriity
Once consensus is obtained, plans for changes in school curricula :an be
formulated. and the partners c an RIVflfify Cornmunav resources tti,it be
used to implement these c flanges in the sc hoots
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Teachers and

students could

monitor events in

the world around

them via telecom-

munication links

to scientists and to

7 earth science

databases.
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Many types of implementation are possible. The following are a few

examples:

Mi Creating "visiting scientist" programs in which
professionals from the community present guest lectures, assist

teachers with laboratory or classroom activities, serve as advisors for

students and teachers, and invite students and teachers to visit their

organizations. Many earth science government agencies, companies,

museums, and professional societies could serve as resources for

cooperation. Retired earth scic.Itists are an important group of

individuals whose experience, knowledge, and time make thern

especially valuable.

NO Developing new educational materials cooperatively. Teachers,

working with local industry, consulting firms, government agencies,

and universities, can put together packets of local data and information

for classroom use in studying actual earth science problems. These
partnerships could be most effective if several school districts

cooperate.

Developing ways that link classrooms (telecommunication networks)

to the numerous computerized databases in earth science. The U.S.

Department of Co' imerce and the U.S. Department of the Interior, for

example, collect and maintain earth science data on many topics,

including weather, mineral resources, water quality, and earthquakes.

Teachers and students could monitor events rn the world around them

via telecommunication links to scientists and to earth science
databases. Rural schools, in particular, can gain a connection to the
scientific community through this approach.

Establishing programs between state and federal earth sc.rence

agencies and local school districts to permit teachers to work closely

with research scientists, gaining direct exposure to current research.

.Sor,
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sing Statement
.5Y

This guide synthesizes ideas and issues discussed by scientists and educators at
conferences convened throughout the nation. Participants in these discussions
have already begun to use these ideas in developing their own programs. The
guide identifies common ground for those interested in improving precollege
earth science education, and we hope that it provides a starting point for further
discussion, planning, and implementation at all levels.
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